164:	To Thomas Gray	[1768
1207*.   To thomas gray.
Arlington Street, March 8,1768.
I don't mean to trouble you with any farther searches; but I must thank you for your readiness to oblige me. I will try to return it by keeping the Boll* as long as I can, that you may see it, if you look Londonwards; it is really a great curiosity, and will furnish one with remarks. Not that I am going to answer such trumpery as Guthrie's*, who does not seem to disagree with me (tho' I scarce can discover the scope of his jumbled arguments), but is angry I did not declare I agreed with him, tho' I vow I never saw his book. It shall rest in peace for me, as all such writers ever shall. The few criticisms I have suffered have done more than my own arguments could. They have strengthened my opinion, seeing how little can be advanced to overturn it. Mr. Hume has shown me an answer he has drawn up. It is nothing but his former arguments enlarged: no one new fact or new light2. I am trying to persuade him to publish it, that I may have occasion to add a short appendix, with some striking particulars; not, to dispute more with him. I propose too to give eight or nine figures from Kous's roll'. In the coronation roll is that entry, which you and I overlooked : Things ordered in haste ty my Lord Duke of Buckingham. Then immediately follow the robes for Edward 5&—proof I think of the design that he should walk.
I shall correct a mistake I find (by Guthrie) I made, about the Duke of Albany*. For the confession of the Lady Butler, I take it to be an absolute lie. The commis-
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